Inside the Eye - Live! 5 months ago
The issue of Jews and Judaism goes way back for nearly two Millennia and has been widely
debated. Jews have oft, and for good reason, been thrown out of nations and regions of Europe
and to this day, remain in denial of the reasons why. Indeed, as an aggregate group, they
continue to propagate the very same attitudes that harm the host nations within which they live
within. Over the storied history of what is said to be "Jewish diaspora culture", absolutely none
of the negative traits exhibited by Jews towards their hosts had anything to do with "Zionism".
Greg insistence on ignoring history to suit his narrow minded presentation, and then trying to
make it appear that somehow nobody but he knows the real story of what is going on is idiotic.
In 2013, former Congresswoman Cynthia McKinney came on my show and spoke about the
"loyalty oath to Israel" that was required to be signed by members of Congress. Gilad Atzmon
does not pull any punches in using the term "Jew" to describe Israel and the ongoing occupation
of our nations. We can go on and on and on, but Greg doesn't display the necessary brains nor
intellect to dance around semantics and recognize that his narrow reality is but just that, one
"narrow" reality. That was exposed purely on Greg's own initiative. If he wants a shovel, I will
gladly one to him.
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Nour L3ilm 5 months ago
Discussing an ethnic group is one thing, bigotry and racial profiling are something else. When it
comes to immigration, free as well as forced movements of people due to economic and political
hardships are the result of policies imposed by Western industrial countries on the so called
“Third World”. Globalization is not the invention of Africa, Asia, or Latin America but a
doctrine imposed by The U.S on other countries. In addition to military invasions and non-stop
wars, neoliberal global economics has been destroying local economies worldwide, which
created the massive wave of migration northbound. I understand you idealized a “genetically
pure” society but you should bear in mind that the post Cold War era has been manufactured to
generate exactly what we witness in our current times; the end of cultures and nation-state
sovereignty, the “end of history”. Solution: ''These dull notes we sing Discords need for helps to
grace them.'' Thomas Campion (1567–1620) 1- Be objective in reading world history. 2Tolerance is the way. 3- Be human. Regards! ﻧﻮر اﻟﻌﻠﻢ

Inside the Eye - Live! 5 months ago
Which means that the people of Europe and America have nothing to do with this and should
themselves have every right to throw off the agenda that is too, being imposed on them. Opening
our borders and denying Jewish culpability in the larger agenda, then SPEAKING OPENLY
about who is the core problem, sounds a rational thing to be doing. Sounds like you are very
confused. What you want is tolerance of that which is intolerant, which is a recipe for tyranny.
For the record, the person who recommend Greg be a guest on my show has since apologized to
me. She has no idea just what really lie behind Greg's presentation. That is why people listen to
the show.
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Greg Felton 5 months ago
You are correct, Nour. Fetcho is an anti-Jewish bigot masquerading as a host. His refusal to
distinguish between Jew and zionist indicates that he is more interested in blamecasting than in
rational discussion. The history of Jews before the 19th century has NO RELEVANCE
WHATSOEVER to contemporary politics, as you doubtless know. I tried to explain to Fetcho
that zionists are atheistic Jews, but he's not interested. I have never been treated so
disrespectfully by a host, and I have never been thrown under the bus because I deigned to
disagree with him. Fetcho is a fraud.

Greg Felton 5 months ago
You are such a delusional hypocrite.

Inside the Eye - Live! 5 months ago
Greg, in today's world, only a complete idiot would even dare to use the term "anti-Jewish
bigot". It absolutely destroys your street credibility within the patriot movement. People are so
sick and tired of these cheap labels that Jews have been applying to pretty much everybody.
What is next? That the audience are "deporables"?
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Greg Felton 5 months ago
By your refusal to respect the distinction between Jew and zionist and your willful conflation of
Judaism and zionism you demonstrate that you are obsessed with indiscriminately blaming Jews.
Your own words hang you, and your attempt at distortion and misrepresentation of my charge
against you is transparently incompetent. I do not belong to any “patriot” movement, nor would I
want to. Patriotism is the last refuge of the scoundrel, which explains a lot. Nothing you wrote
did anything to disprove my charge that you’re an anti-Jewish bigot. You just tried to justify
your bigotry. My credibility is just fine, thank you very much. BTW, when did you appoint
yourself spokesman for "today's world?" That's something a complete idiot would do.
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Inside the Eye - Live! 5 months ago
Unfortunately for you, you don't dictate the terms and your viewpoint is not universal nor is it
particularly intellectual. It is lazy and fits a narrative that aids and abets the occupation of the
West by Jewish political power. We will continue to raise the issue of Jews and their destruction
of the West because that is simply being honest. Call it what you will. We don't care.
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tarstarkusz 1 month ago
Greg is a leftist pussie.

madams12f 5 months ago
Inside the Eye....(anatomically speaking) "ought to be" a brain...with an intellect that allows
discussion, analysis & progress of ideas...but in this particular "interview" the guest's comments
were not only badly muffled,WORSE, they were not even fully explored or respected. At least
Felton studied & researched at length the topic. Alas, Fetcho did not listen but worse he
CONFLATED issues and ideas as we often find amongst folks who post "the latest "youtube
nonsense as if it were "Fact"... Hearsay is NOT fact, ---common talking points these days are
NOT fact based but populist fiction in far too many examples. I wish we could have heard
MORE from the guest ---NOT merely drowning him out with cliches and lazy run of the mill
counters. I think HOST & PARASITE is ESSENTIAL READING and Deserves fuller
exploration in order to INFORM others who want/need more in depth understanding --in order to
develop a RATIONAL reasonable direction to head towards. The conclusion of this interview
left me wanting to hear MORE from Felton not less...and not more 'host'. it COULD have been a
truly helfpful informed/informative discussion---Fetcho was merely argumentative. 3

Inside the Eye - Live! 5 months ago
We have done over 200 interviews. We have a very good track record and we believe that when
you invite a guest on, you should be generous and allow for discussion. However, we do not
expect that courtesy to mean that guests can come on to demean the audience and the host,
equally. The issue is as you said, the audio was terrible, but so was the delivery and the tone.
There are plenty of venues more amenable to Greg's message. I was actually going to apologize
to him until I saw his comments. It is clear that Inside the Eye - Live! is a very poor venue for a
politically correct demanding person as Greg. Perhaps he should go on Kevin Barrett's, Jim
Fetzer's, or many others who are averse to using accurate terms as "Jews" to describe Jews. 2

Greg Felton 5 months ago
Demean the host? You lie. The only one demeaned was me because you insisted on riding your
anti-Jewish hobby horse even after i asked you to stick to the topic. 1

Greg Felton 5 months ago
Nice bit of sabotaging, Dennis! I make no apologies for being accurate in my terminology. it is
too bad you were less interested in what i had to say on U.S. foreign policy than you were in
hijacking the interview to flog your own prejudices.
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Reality Revolution 1 week ago
;unacceptable definitions"????? wtf? What's more important than defining the terms in debates?
nothing.

Greg Felton 4 months ago
Hey, Jack! Great way to duck the issue. Credentializing Fetcho is really a form of intellectual
suicide. All you proved is that Fetcho has been making an incompetent argument for a long time
before I pointed out his error. You do not address the fallacy in Fetcho’s diatribe, so you deflect
like a good little acolyte. It does not matter what Jews themselves think or say. This is not a
private language game where Jews get to decide definitions based solely on self-aggrandizement.
I PROVED to Fetcho that he was wrong but he refused to see it. You and he care more about
hating Jews than invest mg rational.

Lana Cluney 1 month ago
The hosts understanding is pretty poor. Very poor.

Philip Dawes 2 months ago
Inside the Eye - Live! Thanks for the upload. As the host indicated, Greg Felton's audio is
muffled - as if he has a sock over the mic. It is too difficult to hear, so I am switching off. If he
wants to be heard he should buy a proper microphone or rectify his electronics.

Wipe Out Israel 1 month ago
Skip this interview and watch / listen to Greg interviews with Ryan Dawson instead.

Iluvtennis 2 months ago
I would liked to have listened to this interview, however it seems the producer was either
censoring or muffling the audio when Greg Felton, the guest, is speaking. While the host's audio
and sound is almost overly loud, Greg's responses are muffled and can hardly be heard. I've
enjoyed Greg's lectures before as he is eloquent and incredibly well schooled on the Middle East
and American foreign policy. How disappointing the show then devolved into an unresolved
argument. I can't imagine at all that being instigated by the guest. From the audio problems, it
seems the deck was stacked against Greg. xo Connie

